


Connect + Junction= Conjunction

“Conjunction is a word which joins two words, two  

sentences and two clauses.”

Note:- Conjunction works like a connector. If it is  

necessary, it can extend the sentence or it can  

compress the sentence.
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Kinds of  

Conjunction

Subordinating  
Conjunctions

Co-ordinating  
Conjunctions

Correlative  
Conjunctions



She is neither / free or interested/  in 
studies / no error .

Ans :- use nor 



No sooner does /  the monitor enter the 
room / then the young  children stood 
up/ no error . 

Ans :- use than  



He  walked as if  / the  earth belonged/   to 
him / no error  . 

Ans :- no error 



No sooner did the/  rabbit come out of the bush 
when / the hunter killed it   / no error 

Ans :- use than 



My son is a nature lover  / He’d rather play in the forests 
/  then watch movies on the television / no error. 

Ans :- use than 



Though there has been no effect /  of 
demonetization on black money till now /  but 
the effect on everyday life has been observed / 
no error . 

Ans :- use yet , still , or comma 



However India ranks second /   in population , it 
ranks 33 / in population density  /  No error . 

Ans :- use although in place of however . 



He has made /  a mistake of which  /  I am 
certain / no error . 

Ans :- No error 



Sameer didn’t know  / if his package would 
arrive / on Saturday or Sunday / no error .

Ans :- use whether 



India must or should / appeal to all the 
countries / to declare Pakistan / a terrorist 
state / no error  . 

Ans :- use and in place of or 



He I definitely determined / for his career although 
show laziness / when it demands action /  no error. 

Ans :- use but in place of although 



I am doubtful   / whether my boss will not 
recommend /the leave for the weekend / 

Ans :- use that 



Scarcely I had  / asked him for lunch /  when he refused 
quickly /  no error .

Ans :- use rule of inversion



Hardly had I sat /  beside her then she / started 
bundle of questions from me /no error .  

Ans :- use when or before 



Not only my sister /  is my guide /but also 
my best friend / no error . 

Ans :-



Avoid walking along  /  the road carelessly 
lest you /may meet with an accident /  no 
error . 

Ans :- use should 



Now , over 35 crore jan dhan accounts have 
been opened , /  these accounts have banked 
not only /  the unbanked but also opened 
the doors for others avenues of 
empowerment/ no error  . 

Ans :- use not only before banked 

. 



Though good science and research are happening in 
some / brilliant pockets of india but things are not 
as cheerful as / a majority of labs , the lion’s share 
of scientific R & D in india is government controlled 
/ no error . 

Ans :- use yet in place of but . 




